In accordance with the decision of the college administration, the Intra-ALSD National and Challenger Rounds for the academic session 2019–2020 shall be organized by the Moot Court Society and conducted by students currently in their fifth year (batch of 2015–2020). It has further been decided that the Faculty in-charge of the Moot Court Society shall formally constitute the Organizing Committee comprising of fifth year students before the commencement of registration for the Selection Rounds. The Organizing Committee shall exclusively perform the following functions:

a. Arrange for students to register for participation.

b. Draft the moot proposition and compromis for the National and Challenger Rounds respectively.

c. Collect memoranda and arrange for them to be evaluated.

d. Judge the National and Challenger Rounds (both preliminary and ranking rounds*).

e. Compile scores of all participants in the Selection Rounds and accordingly prepare the list of participants progressing to the next round of the selection process/the rank list.*

*Information regarding the moot proposition and or compromis, rules (including the structure of the Selection Rounds) and tentative dates of the National and Challenger Rounds shall be uploaded on the college website in the coming few weeks.
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